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February is Black History Month
You are invited!

Rich’s Department Store, MLK, and JFK:
Historical Links to the Civil Rights Movement
Guest lecture by Jeff Clemmons, author of *Rich’s: A Southern Institution*, Tuesday, February 19, 5:30 p.m., Sturgis Library Room #330

Got the Picture?
The library has amazing image databases! The AP Images Collection has over twelve million photographs. EBSCO Images has over 900,000 images relating to people, natural science, places, history, maps, and flags. ARTstor Digital Library features more than one million images from museums, photographers, and artists.

Have a question or comment about this newsletter?
Email libadmin@kennesaw.edu

"If there is a book you really want to read but it hasn't been written yet, then you must write it."
—Toni Morrison

Did you know? The Interlibrary Loan Department processed 22,870 requests last year.
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